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Unit Name Start/End Unit Description / Overview Stage 1: Desired Results:
Understandings: (Big Ideas)

Stage 1: Desired Results: Essential
Questions

Standards

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #1

Students will use addition and subtraction
properties.  Students will count on and back
to add and subtract, relate fact families, use
doubles, and make-a-tens to add.     My
Math

What strategies can I use to add and
subtract?

How can I solve addition and subtraction
problems?

CC.2.2.2.A.1. Represent and solve problems
involving addition and subtraction within
100.
CC.2.2.2.A.2. Use mental strategies to add
and subtract within 20.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit
#10

Students will measure time to the hour,
half-hour, quarter-hour, and five minutes. 
Students will determine whether an activity
occurs in A.M. or P.M.     My Math

How do I use and tell time? How do I use and tell time? CC.2.4.2.A.2. Tell and write time to the
nearest five minutes using both analog and
digital clocks.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit
#11

Students will estimate and measure the
length of an object.  Students will select and
use measurement tools, compare customary
and metric lengths, measure on a number
line, and use a line plot to display data.    
My Math

How can I measure objects? How can I use an inch ruler to measure
objects? How can I measure objects in feet
and yards? How can I choose the appropriate
customary tool and measure objects by
length? How can I measure to compare
customary lengths? How can I  use
measurement to relate inches, feet, and
yards? How can I use the logical reasoning
strategy to solve problems? How can I use a
centimeter ruler and a meter stick to measure
objects? How can I choose the appropriate
metric tool and measure objects by length?
How can I use measurement to compare
metric length? How can I use measurement
to relate centimeters and meters? How can I
use a number line to measure objects?
How can I measure lengths to generate data
shown on a line plot?

CC.2.4.2.A.1. Measure and estimate lengths
in standard units using appropriate tools.
CC.2.4.2.A.4. Represent and interpret data
using line plots, picture graphs, and bar
graphs.
CC.2.4.2.A.6. Extend the concepts of
addition and subtraction to problems
involving length.
CC.MP.7. Attend to precision.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit
#12

Students identify and describe 2-D shapes,
3-D shapes, and partition 2-D shapes into
equal parts.     My Math

How do I use shapes and equal parts? How do I identify two-dimensional
geometric shapes? How do I recognize
attributes (sides and angles) of t

CC.2.3.2.A.1. Analyze and draw two- and
three-dimensional shapes having specified
attributes.
CC.2.3.2.A.2. Use the understanding of
fractions to partition shapes into halves,
quarters, and thirds.
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wo-dimensional shapes? How do I use the
draw a diagram strategy to solve problems?
How do I identify three-dimensional
geometric shapes? How do I describe the
faces, edges, and vertices of three
dimensional shapes? How do I identify
two-dimensional shapes and solid shapes?
How do I partition two-dimensional shapes
into two, three, and four equal shares? How
do I determine the area of a rectangle?

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #2

Students will work with number patterns. 
Students will skip count by 2's, 5's, and 10's,
use repeated addition, and identify even and
odd numbers.     My Math

How can equal groups help me add?     What are different number and counting
patterns? What are arrays and how can they
help me add?

CC.2.1.2.B.2. Use place-value concepts to
read, write, and skip count to 1000.
CC.2.2.2.A.3. Work with equal groups of
objects to gain foundations for
multiplication.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #3

Students will add 2-digit numbers, regroup
when adding 2-digit numbers, and add 3 to
4, 2-digit numbers.     My Math

How can I add 2-digit numbers?     How can I take apart and regroup numbers
in order to add?

CC.2.1.2.B.3. Use place-value
understanding and properties of operations
to add and subtract within 1000.
CC.2.2.2.A.1. Represent and solve problems
involving addition and subtraction within
100.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #4

Students will subtract 2-digit numbers. 
Students will create two-digit fact families,
subtract 2, 2-digit numbers, regroup when
subtracting, and check their subtraction with
addition.     My Math

How can I subtract 2-digit numbers? How can I take apart and regroup numbers
in order to subtract?

CC.2.1.2.B.3. Use place-value
understanding and properties of operations
to add and subtract within 1000.
CC.2.2.2.A.1. Represent and solve problems
involving addition and subtraction within
100.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #5

Students will work with place value up to
1,000.  Students will understand hundreds,
tens, and ones.  Students will write a number
in standard form, word form, and expanded
form.  Students will complete number
patterns and compare numbers.     My Math

How can I use place value? How does place value help me add or
subtract? What are different number and
counting patterns? How can I show and
compare hundreds, tens, and ones in 3-digit
numbers?

CC.2.1.2.B.1. Use place-value concepts to
represent amounts of tens and ones and to
compare three digit numbers.
CC.2.1.2.B.2. Use place-value concepts to
read, write, and skip count to 1000.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #6

Students will add 3-digit numbers.  Students
will make a hundred to add, add hundreds,
mentally add 10 or 100, and add 3-digit
numbers with regrouping.     My Math

How can I add 3-digit numbers? How can I take apart and regroup numbers
in order to add?

CC.2.1.2.B.3. Use place-value
understanding and properties of operations
to add and subtract within 1000.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #7

Students will subtract 3-digit numbers. 
Students will take apart hundreds to subtract,
subtract hundreds, mentally subtract 10 or
100, subtract 3-digit numbers with
regrouping, and subtract across zeros.     My
Math

How can I subtract three-digit numbers?   How can I take apart and regroup numbers
in order to subtract?

CC.2.1.2.B.3. Use place-value
understanding and properties of operations
to add and subtract within 1000.

Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #8

Students will understand the value of coins
and dollars, how to count coins, and solve
word problems involving money.     My
Math

How do I count and use money? How do I count and use money? CC.2.4.2.A.3. Solve problems and make
change using coins and paper currency with
appropriate symbols.
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Mathematics -
Grade 2 - Unit #9

Students will analyze data.  Students will
take a survey and record the data on a tally
chart.  Students will make and analyze
picture graphs, bar graphs, and line plots.    
My Math

How can I record and analyze data? How can I record and analyze data? CC.2.4.2.A.4. Represent and interpret data
using line plots, picture graphs, and bar
graphs.
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